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Abstract

In this paper, we explore the use of brain-computer interface (BCI)-adapted visual effects to support atmo-
sphere in a walking simulator, and investigate its impact on player-reported immersive experience. While
players were using a keyboard or joystick controller to control the basic movement of a character, their men-
tal state was accessed by a non-invasive BCI technique called functional near-infrared spectroscopy (fNIRS)
to implicitly adjust the visual effects. Specifically, when less brain activity is detected, the players’ in-game
vision becomes blurry and distorted, recreating the impression of losing focus. fNIRS measures blood oxy-
genation levels, are related to brain activation. When a particular area of the brain is activated, it receives
an increase in blood flow. With this biological indication, we designed a BCI-controlled game, in which the
vision becomes blurry and distorted when less brain activity is detected, recreating the impression of losing
focus.To analyze the player’s experience, we conducted a within-subjects study where participants played
both a BCI-controlled and non-BCI-controlled game and completed a questionnaire after each session. We
then conducted a semi-structured interview to investigate player perceptions of the impact the BCI had on
their experiences. The results showed that players had slightly improved immersion in the BCI-adaptive
game, with the temporal dissociation score significantly different. Players also reported the BCI-adaptive
visual effects are realistic and natural, and they enjoyed using BCI as a supplemental control.
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1 Introduction

Visual effects are critical elements of game design that, while not contributing to system functional-
ity, support information already delivered by other means [1]. Visual techniques are applied in video games
for rendering either realistic or stylistic images and creating dramatic effects, with the goal to help the player
become immersed in the game world. A realistic game world is not sufficient to generate a sense of immersion
in players, but it can help facilitate the transition from mundane life to game [2]. Visual effects also support
the players’ emotional response to a game; for example, Seif El-Nasr et al. found that player interest in a
game increased when the lighting was dynamically adapted in parallel with tension [3]. Traditionally, visual
rendering effects are designed by the game development team and triggered by the player’s in-game activities.
In this paper, we propose an instance of creating dynamic and personalized visual effects via player modeling
based upon physiological data gathered from an fNIRS brain sensor.

Our study uses fNIRS as a novel interface to let the player’s subconscious mind interact with the
digital space. We chose to work with a walking simulator game because it focuses on gradual exploration
and discovery through observation [4], highlighting the aesthetic aspects of the game. Walking simulators
do not have points, goals, or tasks [5], so that the players can focus on ambient experience. To emphasize
that the importance of a dynamic, ambient environment in such games, Zimmermann and Huberts proposed
the term “ambience action game” as an umbrella term that highlights the atmosphere and environment in
the game [6]. While the system-controlled environment and player actions are distinct, bridging the player’s
subconscious mind to video game can create a novel experience.

Brain-computer interfaces (BCIs) extract meaningful information from brain activity and commu-
nicate with the computer, and have potential as a novel modality for collecting objective player data. With
BCI, the game system can collect players’ physiological signals and adapt the experience for them. However,
most existing BCI studies have been designed for training purposes or to test a BCI paradigm, and did
not emphasize gameplay mechanics and game design [7]. There is a research gap in constructing a bridge
between BCI and game design.

We chose to use functional near-infrared spectroscopy (fNIRS) because it is resistant to movement
in normal computing environments, such as mouse-clicking, typing, eye movement, and eye blinks [8]. As
most game players are capable and familiar with using standard game inputs, we use fNIRS as a passive BCI
input to minimize the learning barrier while providing an additional and unique stream of emotional state.
Being resistant to common movements enables fNIRS to better detect player emotional states compared to
other BCI technology, but there is limited work exploring the use of fNIRS as secondary passive input in
video games.

Inspired by previous research on games and new interfaces [1, 9, 10], in this paper we investigate how
introducing visual effects driven by players’ mental activity affects experiences. Specifically, our study focused
on fNIRS, which is a less studied interface compared to EEG. We developed a game that is instrumented
for fNIRS, which employed players’ brain activity states to control visual effects; in order to do this, we
developed an open-source library for connecting industry-standard real-time BCI data to the Unity game
engine. Our work contributes a novel fNIRS-based video game, and the results of a user study that provide
insight into possibilities and limitations in designing implicit BCI games.

2 Related work

2.1 Dynamic visual effects in video games

Visual effects have strong effects on the player’s perception of the game world. Misztal et al. studied
how visual effects in virtual reality (VR) games impact players’ perception of stress [11]. In video games
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and films, dynamic visual effects are used to enhance realism and engagement. Hillaire et al. proposed a
method to introduce a combination of depth of field blur and a peripheral blur in a virtual reality game
[12]. Mauderer et al. investigated a gaze-contingent depth of field using the eye tracker method to produce
realistic 3D images and found increased subjectively perceived realism [13]. There is also work in dynamic
visual effects from player modding communities; the Skyrim mod community created Dynavision to adjust
the auto-focus effect of a camera so that when you are close to an object and looking right at it, the object
stays in focus while the background blurs [14]. The same mod is also available and popular in Grand Theft
Auto V, Fallout 4, and The Witcher 3: Wild Hunt player community. We build on this prior work in dynamic
visual effects through exploring the use of BCI as an implicit controller.

2.2 Personalized content generation

Personalized game design is a player-centered iterative process that adjusts the game based on the
player’s model [15]. Player models can be built by the player’s reported preferences, data collected from
alternative modalities, or the player’s reaction to the game [16, 17]. Physiological data that is collected
during the game is also a promising approach for modeling the player’s experience. Tijs et al. created an
emotionally adaptive game using biofeedback, such as blood volume pulse, respiration, skin conductance,
facial electromyography, and keyboard pressure [18]. Blom et al. use facial expression recognition to reveal
the human player’s affective state and tailor the game experience to individual players [19]. In our work, we
use fNIRS brain data as physiological data, providing a model for a player’s focus level.

Common domains for personalized game adaptation are dynamic difficulty adjustment and pro-
cedural level generation, which aim to adapt the environments and mechanics. Lopes et al. suggest that
all game components can become adaptive and dynamic, such as game worlds and their objects; game me-
chanics; non-player characters; game narratives; and game quests. Up to now, little work has been done in
dynamic visual effects that contribute to personalized gameplay experience. Our work explores the space of
personalized visual effects based on physiological signals.

2.3 BCI and its application in games

BCI can be used as primary, direct control input in video games. This approach has been applied
to classic games such as Tetris [20] as well as custom-designed games such as MindBalance [21]. Limited by
the performance of real-time classifiers, these games often have simplified gameplay mechanics. Hampered
by the low transfer rate, these games are adapted to be turn-based and have slow gameplay [22].

BCI can also be used for indirect control, which shows promise with games that have more complex
mechanics because players still use conventional game input such as keyboard and controller, while BCI
detects mental activity as additional input. For example, Alphawow runs on a modified version of the
popular game World of Warcraft, in which the player has full control of a character via keyboard and mouse
while the character’s form can be altered by their parietal alpha activity [9] reflecting player attention and
relaxation.

Such usage of attention and relaxation is common in BCI-based game adaptation. Cho et. al.
proposed a responsive environment system in a first-person shooter (FPS) game in which the fog and lighting
change according to attention and meditation levels [10]. Skyrim VR mod Real Virtual Magic changes the
magic power based on attention level detected by commercial-grade EEG, which means if the player is
unfocused, they are not able to do damage [23]. Wozniak et. al. developed and implemented an escape
room VR game that employed players’ focus and relaxation states as input for switching the telekinesis and
alternative vision skills and proved enhanced immersive gaming experience [1]. These systems use EEG
input, while our work explores the possibility of using fNIRS as a supplemental controller.
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fNIRS as a Supplemental Controller

fNIRS uses a fundamentally different approach to detecting brain activity from EEG. While EEG
detects electrical impulses from neurons firing, fNIRS reflects the hemodynamic response of oxygen traveling
to the brain due to that increased brain activation. The neuronal response is reflected within milliseconds in
the EEG signal, while the hemodynamic response occurs over a period of 3–7 seconds [24]. This difference
in the time course is crucial to game designers as it leads to different affordances and constraints on the
design. In addition, there are differences in the spatial resolution, with the fNIRS signal being more localized,
enabling headsets to be designed that target a particular area of interest. The EEG signal has lower spatial
resolution meaning that there is less direct connection to the area of activation. Another consideration that
is important to designers is the susceptibility to noise. EEG typically requires more controlled settings, while
fNIRS is resistant to artifacts introduced by motion, eye movements, and other electrical noise [25, 8]. There
is growing interest in further mitigating these effects and increasing work in the field of mobile EEG and
fNIRS recording.

Given all of these considerations, fNIRS is most suitable as a secondary input for gaming alongside
the primary input from a more traditional controller. Utilizing BCI in games as supplementary input also
has the benefit of maintaining a familiar primary input, lowering the barrier of entry for players to learn
and play with novel mechanics. Studies show that as the natural mapping degree of the game controller
increases, expressions of “intuitive”, “fun to use, and easy to learn” appear more frequently in user studies
[26]. Thus, we explore the use of fNIRS as a secondary input, with a traditional game controller serving as
the primary input.

Other work has taken this approach with fNIRS outside of the gaming context. For example,
Boyer et al. investigated mental workload changes in a long-duration monitoring task, finding a diminished
hemodynamic response when engagement and attention degraded [27]. When applied to interactive systems,
Afergan et al. used mental workload obtained by fNIRS to dynamically adjust the number of unmanned
aerial vehicles to optimize mental workload in real-time [28]. Solovey et al. describe the Brainput system
where human-robot interaction is enhanced by a continuous supplemental fNIRS input stream [29]. These
projects are encouraging examples of how fNIRS can serve as a supplemental input in complex environments.

3 BCI Game Prototype

Inspired by previous work, we use the player’s mental workload as a secondary input modality
to adapt visual effects in video games. We developed two versions of a 3D walking simulator game with
player-adapted visual effects. In the BCI-controlled version, the player’s mental workload is associated with
the visual effects, while in the non-BCI-controlled version, the player’s in-game actions are used to adapt
visual effects.

3.1 Brain Sensing Equipment and Tools

We used NIRSport2, a portable device for collecting the raw fNIRS signals. Data is captured in
the NIRx Aurora software, and then transferred to Turbo Satori for analysis (Figure 1). Turbo Satori is an
industry-standard software designed for a non-BCI experts to perform real-time analysis on fNIRS data [30].
Turbo Satori uses the Lab Streaming Layer (LSL) protocol to import raw data from data acquisition software
such as Aurora. It has a customizable analysis pipeline, and allows third-party applications to access the
processed data and statistics in real time. An example of this was shown by Benitez-Andonegui et al. who
established a proof-of-concept for an fNIRS-based augmented reality interface [31] that used Turbo Satori
for processing brain signals, Matlab for real-time classification, and Unity for creating AR displays. In our
work, the brain signals are processed and converted to oxygenated and deoxygenated hemoglobin in Turbo
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Satori, and then sent to the game application through a direct TCP connection for in-game adaptation.
Unlike that prior work, we did not use MATLAB in the pipeline since Turbo Satori provides the statistical
analysis capabilities necessary for processing brain data. We describe the mapping of the fNIRS signal to
the game mechanics in Section 3.3. We plan to release the software that directly connects Turbo Satori
and Unity as open-source, in hopes of future research exploring the use of fNIRs in both games and other
Unity-based projects.

Figure 1: Data flow in the fNIRS-adaptive game. NIRSport2 was connected to the Aurora software via LSL,
and to Turbo Satori via LSL. Turbo Satori was connected to Unity3D software via TCP/IP to control the
visual effects.

A diagram for describing the fNIRS data flow

3.2 Game Design

To explore the use of visual effects based on BCI signsls, we developed a custom-made walking
simulator game using Unity Engine, in which the player focuses on exploring an urban environment. We
chose the walking simulator genre because it highlights aesthetics and has limited mechanic complexity; this
allows the player to pay attention to the graphic details because they don’t need to concentrate on strategy
and can just focus on the experience. This is a helpful feature for our initial study on BCI-controlled visual
effects, as we do not need to account for additional mental workload such as that incurred by solving puzzles
or reading complex text when interpreting the BCI data.

In this study, we focused on three specific effects in the Unity built-in render pipeline: depth of field,
color grading, and chromatic aberration. With these effects combined, we simulated the feeling of distortion
and loss of focus in the first-person view. All three effect filters are adapted based on one continuous value
from the BCI. The adaptation of visual effects is based on the player’s experience modeling with a focus on
the attention level of the game. When the player’s attention is degraded, their view becomes blurry and
distorted, indicating that the character is mind wandering; when the player is paying attention and they are
engaged in the game, the view is clear and colorful, meaning that the character is actively receiving messages
from the world.

Using Fantastic City Generator and UniStorm packages, the walking simulator game includes a
modern urban city with a complete traffic system, dynamic weather, ambient sound, and day/night cycle.
The virtual world is set to be 2 minutes in daylight, and 1 minute at night. Weather conditions change every
50 seconds from a list of weather presets.
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Figure 2: Comparison between visual effects under high and low levels of attention. Left upper and bottom:
comparison in the daylight condition; Right upper and button: comparison in the night condition

A set of screenshots of the walking simulator game with different levels of blurriness and distortion

Figure 3: Screenshots of our prototype in different conditions. Set T: different times of the day, (T1) morning,
(T2) sunset, (T3) night; Set B: different weather conditions, (B1) clear, (B2) cloudy, (B3) rain.

A set of screenshots of the walking simulator game at different times of the day

3.3 Visual Effects

To study the player’s perception with and without BCI integrated, we made two variants for how
visual effects are controlled dynamically. The first uses BCI mechanics to adjust the visual effects; the second
uses the player’s in-game actions to control the effects which serves as a control.

In the BCI version, we map the intensity of visual effects to the player’s brain activation, based on
the hemodynamic response given by the HR%, defined below. The hemodynamic response range reference
is defined by the maximum and minimum values in the 30 seconds before the event. The percentage of
hemodynamic response change from the reference is used to reflect brain activity at the moment. We
calculate hemodynamic response % change (HR(%)) as follows, where HbOt1 and HbOt1 refer to HbO
and HbR at the current timestamp, respectively; (HbOt −HbRt)max and (HbOt −HbRt)min refer to the
maximum and minimum difference between HbO and HbR in the past 30 seconds:

HR(%) =
(HbOt1 −HbRt1) − (HbOt −HbRt)min

(HbOt −HbRt)max − (HbOt −HbRt)min

When the hemodynamic response level decreases, the in-game character loses focus and enters a
mind-wandering state and the visual effects adapt accordingly. When HR(%) is high and approaching 1,
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the player’s vision becomes clear and bright; when the HR(%) is low and approaching 0, the vision becomes
blurry and distorted.

The range of each effect intensity could be defined by the game designer, to meet the specific
aesthetic goals. The relationship between the input data and filter parameters in our game is as follows,
where Effect refers to focus distance in depth of field, hue shift and saturation in color grading, and intensity
in chromatic aberration:

Effect = HR0.8 ∗ Effectmax − Effectmin

In the non-BCI version, in-game character movement is mapped to the effects. When the character
remains at the same location or moves at the same speed, the vision gradually becomes blurry and distorted.
Only when the action differs from the norm, the screen becomes clear.

In both versions, the visual effects are linked with the day/night cycle such that when the player is
fully focused at night, their vision is less clear than when they are fully focused during daylight time.

4 Experiment

We conducted an experiment to measure how BCI affects players’ immersive experience. We had
the following hypothesis: perceived immersion is higher in the BCI version of the game compared to the
non-BCI version. We counterbalanced the conditions (BCI and non-BCI version of game), with each version
played for five minutes in random order. The participants wore the fNIRS headset for both sessions to avoid
awareness of which game version was which.

We recruited 24 participants; 15 self-identified as male, 9 as female and 0 as non-binary. Their ages
ranged from 19–57. Three participants reported having participated in BCI research before, while the rest
were new to BCI.

The walking simulator game was operated in a laboratory setting. We used a NIRx 54-channel
research-grade NIRSport2 headset for gathering the fNIRS data. The interview was set in a separate room
with an audio recorder. When each participant arrived for the study, we explained the goal and procedure of
the study, obtained their written informed consent to participate, introduced the game mechanics, and asked
about previous fNIRS experience and gaming experience. Then, we helped the participants with setting up
the fNIRS headset and conducted a calibration to optimize signal levels. Next, we assisted the participants
in setting up the game controller.

After playing each version of the game, the player was asked to complete a modified Immersive
Experience Questionnaire (IEQ) [32]. The original questionnaire reported by Jennett consists of six sec-
tions, with the first three sections concerned with varying degrees of attention to the task: basic attention,
temporal dissociation, and transportation; and the next three sections concerned with factors that could
influence a person’s motivation during the task: challenge, emotional involvement, and enjoyment. Since the
walking simulation game doesn’t have any win/lose conditions, we removed questions related to challenge
and win/lose conditions. To calculate the immersive experience score for each category, we calculated a
combined average of all participants in each category under two conditions. For each question, 1 represents
strongly disagree and 5 for strongly agree.

Additionally, we conducted semi-structured interviews to gain insights into individual experiences
and thoughts about the game. The input modality and the visual effect design were not revealed before
the interview. During the interview, the participants used “the first session” and “the second session”
to refer to the games. We asked questions as a cue to let the participants talk about their gameplay
experience in general, perceptions of the visual effects, and immersion-breaking moments. All interviews
were recorded (total duration 162 min) and transcribed verbatim. We conducted thematic analysis on the
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Table 1: Average IEQ score in BCI and non-BCI condition (* for p ¡ 0.05, N = 24)

Condition/Category non-BCI BCI
Emotional Involvement 3.609 3.652

Enjoyment 4.043 4.109
Transportation 2.826 3.174

Temporal Dissociation 3.319* 3.609*
Total 3.449 3.636

interview transcripts, to identify common themes in ways participants describe their experience in the BCI
and non-BCI conditions. The interview was voluntary and not required for every participant.

5 Results

As shown in Table 1, the difference in level of immersion (3.636) reported via the IEQ after playing
the BCI version and the level of immersion (3.449) in the non-BCI version is not statistically significant. We
found significant differences in perceived immersion between BCI and the non-BCI version in the sub-category
temporal dissociation, and no significant differences in emotional involvement, enjoyment, or transportation.

With our participant interviews, we identified three core themes in the interview responses: descrip-
tions of general gameplay experience, perceptions of BCI-adaptive effects, and immersion-breaking moments.

General Gameplay Experience In general, participants liked the dynamic urban city setup,
especially the ambient sound, weather system, day-night cycle, and city view. These elements helped to
build a dynamic environment.

“Both the audio and the video did their best to pull me in into the whole city experience. . . I
think the portion where I stopped a little bit and just like looked around listening to the sound of
the wind when it was snowing that was the most memorable. That’s still fresh in my memory.”
(P2)

Participants enjoyed the aesthetic experience in the walking simulator, but some described it as boring
comparing to action game.

“I liked the setup. I liked the environment, the city and I also liked that I don’t have to fight
any monster just walk around and explore. . . it reminds me of some place I’m very familiar with,
plus the lighting it’s even better.” (P6)

“It felt slow to me because I’m more oriented to action game. It just felt chill. Maybe a little
boring for what I’m used to.” (P3)

Perceptions of BCI-adaptive visual effects. Participants reported that in the BCI version,
having the brain-controlled blurry effect gives them a realistic feeling, as if they are experiencing a “zone
out” in real life.

“It felt as if the game was going out of focus, but I was not thinking about it. And then I was
focusing, see everything back coming back into focus. I think that’s something that we do in real
world as well. But we do not notice things around us when we are not actively focusing on it or
when we are not thinking of something else at the time. So that was a nice experience to see.”
(P2)
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“It is probably like, you are kind of like in the zone or zoned out and not like aware of your
surroundings around you in the real world.” (P4)

“The thing that I found most interesting the second game [BCI] was when I was like walking, I
was thinking it felt as if the game was coming into focus a little bit; but when I was just idly
walking around, things were just blurred and out of focus” (P7)

The current BCI model can also handle the player’s active control. Participants expressed they have tried
to actively control the visual effects and successfully manipulated them:

“When I started to stop moving and look at one object, I felt like that’s when the blurry went
away.” (P7)

“I did on the first one [non-BCI]. I was like, trying to look then I’m trying to look up other like
on the other parts of the same but it doesn’t, like change the blurriness on what I did like what
I thought or what I did on the game, so I think it was random. But in the second one [BCI], I
became focused and after a while, it became clear. So I think, I think the second one is brain
controlled” (P2)

“I definitely noticed that it’ll get blurred and I’d be like, Oh, wait, and then I’d look at it for
a second. Stop moving and then it would kind of come back. So maybe that was just me like
refocusing” (P1)

The emotional response to the dynamics of visual effects varied for different participants, mostly
depending on whether they can sense the control of the visual effect. One participant described it as
satisfying:

“It felt satisfying to see like, things come back into view.” (P2)

One participant complained that the visual effect is disturbing, thus preventing them to focus:

“It was too blurry for me. I could still see colors, but it stopped letting me see the edges of
objects, you know, it will stop me from focusing on each particular object” (P6)

Immersion-breaking moments. Similar to other BCI game studies [9, 1], some participants
emphasized the inconsistency of actions and their feedback in the game has caused the immersion-breaking
experience. Two participants expressed confusion when cannot actively control the in-game visual:

“I was paying attention to see whether my mental focus have anything to do with how the blurry
would go, but I only noted one time where that actually did. And I do not know whether it’s
just by chance or it’s or if it’s just you know, actually working.” (P6)

“I don’t know what my brain was controlling. It would get fuzzy so mad. I was like, did my
brain do that to me?” (P8)

One participant expressed that they noticed a significant time delay in the system, but they managed a way
to manipulate the visual effect:

“There were some significant lags, though, but I felt like I was in control of it. . . like if there was
no lag, it would definitely bump up the immersion of the game” (P7)
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6 Discussion

Our design process and user study findings point to challenges and design tensions in applying BCI
techniques in game design, as well as reflection upon how players react to BCI and relate to immersion. We
also identify areas of potential future work in the field of BCI and game adaptivity.

Using fNIRS to adapt visual effects has potential to enhance immersive experience.
IEQ scores showed that using BCI-driven control resulted in slightly increased immersion ratings, with a
significant difference in temporal dissociation. Temporal dissociation refers to an individual having less
awareness of time while engaged in interaction [33]. One potential reason is when player noticed that the
visual effects were adapted based on their mental workload, the players were learning and experimenting
with how to channel their inner strength to successfully manipulate the visuals. Further, since the BCI is
a supplemental input directly tied to time-based senses such as attention and focus, players may feel more
temporally immersed in the BCI condition.

Player learned and enjoyed asserting active control, despite a design intent of implicit
control. Players had experimented with how to control the visual effects and enjoyed it when they learned
how to assert explicit control. These observations echo the theoretical considerations of Csikszentmihalyi in
the sense of control and intrinsic rewarding are elements to create a flow experience [34]. Due to the biological
process, fNIRS has a systematical delay that is noticeable to users when they attempt to manipulate it. We
designed the game to use the fNIRS input as an implicit control, where the player needs not to be aware
of it. Although the game was designed to be experience-oriented, the players exerted active control and
enjoyed controlling the system based on their own will. This finding informs us that the players are eager
to learn how the implicit BCI work, and how to manipulate that BCI game mechanics. This shows promise
and challenges in how to design games to support explicit control well given that time delay factor. Further
work also needs to be done in instructing players how to exert BCI control in the game.

Better tool is needed for creating a dynamic and personalized gaming experience.
Implicit BCI can enhance the interactive system by providing mental status in real time. However, there is
little support for developers to integrate BCI in concrete game production. There is a need for off-the-shelf
fNIRS classification models that are pre-trained with large datasets, so that game developers can focus on
building concrete games.

Nature of effects shows potential generalizability on interpreting immersion. The qual-
itative study suggested that the players found the BCI-adaptive visual effects realistic and natural, which
contributes to an enhanced immersive experience. Screens and displays are the portals that connect players
to game spaces. Player-adapted post-processing visual effect maps the player’s feelings into the character’s
viewport, letting the player merge their real-life status onto the in-game representation. The same effect can
be generalized to all first-person games, on all screen-based platforms including VR and AR. Third-person
games are not the perfect match for these visual effects, because the cameras are not directly representing
the character’s view.

Choosing what to connect the BCI input to matters. The dynamic blurry and distortion
effects helped bridge the player’s feelings to the in-game character. The in-game blurry effect recreates the
real-life experience of being disconnected to surroundings. As we discussed earlier, the same control can be
applied to other game genres, if the game uses first-person camera. However, at the current stage, BCI is
not perfect and can be misclassified. The qualitative study found that participants noticed an inconsistency
of actions and their feelings occasionally. This echoes with findings in previous studies [1, 9]. Connecting
BCI input to a non-gameplay mechanics mitigates the influence of such inconsistency to player’s experience.

Subjective preference in adaptation is necessary. Taking personal taste into account, the
expressive range of the visual effect should also be adjusted based on the player’s preference. The qualitative
study showed that while some participants found this effect intuitive. However, one participant found it
disturbing because the visual effects were too intense, so they were not able to see anything.
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7 Limitations and future work

To date, fNIRS systems are not commercially available, limiting the fNIRS-based BCI game to the
laboratory. The cost and difficulty in setup prevent large-scale user studies or cloud-based user experience
evaluation. The duration of each play session was limited, especially for the BCI version, where the player
may need more time to practice the control modality. Beyond access to equipment, there is also a need for
making interpretation of data from fNIRS more accessible to non-BCI experts. Trained fNIRS models that
classify precise mental status, such as emotions and rules learning, are needed for creating more accurate
player models in the interactive system. Pre-trained models have the potential to lower the barrier for non-
BCI experts and game developers to implement the system into new games, and thus popularize BCI in the
game community.

Future work can be done in examining the classification models on affective status and build an
adaptive game based on player’s emotional status. There are possibilities to go beyond visual mechanics and
work on connecting other aspects of the walking simulator, such as audio, level design, and narrative. Further
work with understanding individual preferences could also help identify specific techniques in adjusting visual
effects for a better immersive experience. More studies need to be done in addressing the importance of
tutorial and instruction on teaching players how to use the novel control. For example, instead of giving oral
instructions or click-through tutorials, it is better to incorporate the control mechanics as the first section
of the game.

In conclusion, we presented an fNIRS-based BCI game that links visual effects to the player’s mental
status, creating an adaptive gaming experience. We demonstrate how we can integrate fNIRS into a video
game to support dynamic visual effects adaptation could support a higher level of immersive experience, and
provide open-source software connecting industry-standard fNIRS software to the Unity game engine. This
work builds a foundation for further exploration of fNIRS-based visual effect adaptation in games.
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